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Important facts & definitions
Network & Information
Systems (NIS)

£17 million
Maximum financial penalty for
a material contravention of the legislation that causes
an immediate threat to life or significant adverse

10 May 2018

impact on the UK economy

The date when the NIS Regulations 2018 came into
force in the UK.

Operators of Essential
Services

Competent Authorities
Sector specific regulators charged with defining more
detailed requirements and upholding compliance with
the Regulations.

Companies & organisations that provide an essential
service to the UK within in-scope sectors and that fall
within the threshold requirement and rely on network
and information systems.

NCSC

Energy, Transport, Health,
Water, Digital Service
Providers
Organisations in these sectors will be affected where
they meet the defined thresholds.

National Cyber Security Centre is the UK Single Point
of Contact (SPOC) for the legislation, the UK
Technical Authority & Computer Security Incident
Response Team (CSIRT).

Digital Service Providers
Cloud Service Providers, Online Market Places, and
Search Engines covered by the Directive.

Cyber Assessment
Framework (CAF)
A set of Indicators of Good Practice issued by the NCSC
against NIS objectives which suggest whether the
principals are being achieved.

10th August 2018
The date that Operators of Essential Services must
notify that Competent Authority whether they are in
scope.
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Are you ready for NIS?
Governments around the world are responding to the increasing cyber threat with new legislation.
Requirements of the new laws typically include compliance with security standards, establishing breach
notification processes, being subject to regulatory audits and can also include significant penalties.
The EU launched the Network and Information Systems (NIS) Directive in 2016 which requires all EU Member
States to introduce cyber security legislation for the protection of critical national infrastructure. The UK
Government has therefore launched the Network and Information Systems Regulations 2018 which came into
force on 10 May 2018. Maximum penalties for non-compliance are £17m.
This is the first time many UK industry sectors will formally be subject to cyber security regulation.

Are you in scope and ready to comply?
The NIS Regulations will be implemented in the UK in the form of a set of 14 guiding principles rather than
prescriptive rules. If followed, these principles aim to collectively result in effective cyber risk management.
These principles are focussed on outcomes rather than how to achieve them, which may differ from sector to
sector.

The NCSC top level objectives and underlying security principles

Objective A

Objective B

Objective C

Objective D

Managing
security risk

Protecting against
cyber attack

Detecting cyber
security events

Appropriate organisational
structures, policies & processes are
in place to understand, assess and
systematically manage security
risks.

Proportionate security measures are in
place to protect essential services and
systems from cyber attack.

Capabilities to ensure security
defences remain effective and to
detect cyber security events
affecting, or with the potential to
affect, essential services.

Minimising the
impact of cyber
security incidents

Security principles
A1. Governance
A2. Risk management
A3. Asset management
A4. Supply chain

Security principles

Security principles

B1. Service protection policies
and processes

C1. Security monitoring

B2. Identity and access
control

C2. Proactive security
event discovery

Capabilities to minimise the impact
of a cyber security incident on the
delivery of essential services
including the restoration of those
services where necessary.

Security principles
D1. Response and
recovery planning
D2. Lessons learned

B3. Data security
B4. System security
B5. Resilient networks
and systems
B6. Staff awareness
and training
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Who does the NIS Directive
apply to?
Sector

Sub-sector
Drinking water
supply and
distribution

Competent authority (regulator)
In England, the Secretary of State for Environment, Food
and Rural Affairs (Defra), supported by the Drinking
Water Inspectorate.

--

In Wales, Welsh Ministers, supported by the Drinking
Water Inspectorate.
Energy

Electricity
Gas (downstream)
Gas (upstream)
Oil

Digital
infrastructure

Internet exchange
providers

For England, Scotland and Wales, the Secretary of State
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy and the
Office of Gas and Electricity Markets (Ofgem).
For England, Scotland and Wales, the Secretary of State
for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, supported
by the Health and Safety Executive.

The Office of Communications (Ofcom).

DNS service
providers
Top level domain
name registries

Health sector

Transport

Health
care settings
(hospital, private
clinics and online)

In England, the Secretary of State for Health supported
by NHS Digital.

Air transport

The Secretary of State for Transport, acting jointly with
the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA).

Maritime transport

Digital service
providers

In Wales, Welsh Ministers.

The Secretary of State for Transport.

Road transport

In England and Wales the Secretary of State for
Transport.

Rail transport

In England and Wales, the Secretary of State for
Transport,

Cloud services

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO).

Online marketplaces
Search engines
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Cyber Assessment Framework
(CAF)
The NCSC published the Cyber Assessment Framework (CAF) which is a systematic framework providing indicators
that allow an assessment to be made whether the principles are being met. Its intended use is to allow Competent
Authorities to make an assessment of Operators of Essential Services (OES) ability to manage their cyber security.
The CAF is based on the 14 outcomes-based principles of the NIS Regulations, with adherence to each Principle
judged on how well associated outcomes are met.
Requirements the CAF aims to meet

How does the CAF work?

Provide a framework for carrying
out cyber security assessments.

The four Objectives of the NIS Directive manifest into the 14 Principles.
Adherence to each Principle is judged on how well a total of 39 Outcomes
are met.

Discourage tick-box exercises, and
maintain an outcomes-based
approach.

4
Objectives

14
Principles

39
Outcomes

Be compatible with existing cyber
security standards & guidelines.

Enable identification of effective
improvement activities.

Be sector agnostic…

…but be extendable to meet sector
specific requirements.

Enable the setting of meaningful
security targets for OES

Be straightforward and costeffective to implement.
More information, including the full
IGP tables, can be found at the
NCSC website:
https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/guidance/
nis-directive-cyber-assessmentframework

Each Outcome is assessed based upon Indicators of Good Practice
(IGPs), which are statements that can be assessed as to being either true
or false for the organisation. IGPs are arranged under one of three possible
ratings, arranged in IGP Tables.
Not achieved

Partially achieved

Achieved

At least one IGP
statement from this
column is true

All of the statements
in this column are true

All of the statements
in this column are true

IGP Statement 1

IGP Statement 3

IGP Statement 2

IGP Statement 4




IGP Statement 5
IGP Statement 6

Assessing the OES against each statement, an overall rating for that
Outcome is given.
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Six steps to implementation
Step

01

Establish whether you
are in scope

Compare your organisation with the NIS thresholds and
discuss with the Competent Authority. Identify your
critical in-scope assets and supporting IT systems.

Step

02

Update incident
response processes

KPMG can help you throughout your
NIS journey.

Review and update incident response processes to
confirm that NIS incidents are understood and can be
reported to the Competent Authority within 72 hours.

Step

03

If you are based in multiple EU
jurisdictions a co-ordinated approach
across all the different legislation will be
required. Having a consistent and
repeatable process will be key.

Reach out to the contacts at the back
of this document for support.

Initial self assessment

Assess your organisation’s current cyber security position
by comparing yourself against the NCSC Cyber
Assessment Framework (CAF) and other relevant
guidance. Identify any gaps and commence a
remediation programme.

Step

04

Formal self assessment

Complete and submit the formal self assessment issued
by the Competent Authority. Develop and submit an
improvement roadmap describing how and when gaps
will be closed.

Step

05

Improvement roadmap

Drive fixes to control position where gaps were reported
in the self assessment. Implement strong programmes
of work to deliver change against committed delivery
dates to the Competent Authority.

Step

06

Ongoing regulatory
compliance

Work with Competent Authority to manage ongoing
compliance with the NIS Regulations. Monitor for
changes in the control requirements over time.
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Why KPMG?
KPMG is the clear choice
Expertise

Independent

Cyber Security Subject Matter Experts in
both IT and OT and involvement in the
development of the NIS Regulations

Our recommendations are based solely on
what is fit and appropriate for your
business.

Trusted

Global, local

KPMG member firms have certifications to
work on engagements for the world’s leading
organisations

KPMG is a global network with over
155,000 professionals, with regional
practices operating locally to your needs.

Client references consistently
mentioned one area of
differentiation for KPMG that
provides high value: consultants
with operational experience who
have deeper insights on the day-today battles clients fight than typical
service delivery personnel with just
a consulting background
The Forrester Wave™:
Information Security Consulting
Services, Q3 2017
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Contact us

Martin Tyley

Christine Maxwell

Partner, Cyber Security

Director, Cyber Security and UK NIS Lead

Mobile: +44 (0)7748 111484

Mobile: +44 (0)7500 071283

martin.tyley@kpmg.co.uk

chritine.maxwell@kpmg.co.uk

kpmg.com/uk

The information contained herein is of a general nature and is not intended to address the circumstances of any particular individual or
entity. Although we endeavour to provide accurate and timely information, there can be no guarantee that such information is accurate as
of the date it is received or that it will continue to be accurate in the future. No one should act on such information without appropriate
professional advice after a thorough examination of the particular situation.
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